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From number-one New York Times best-selling author Karen Kingsbury comes the second novel in

a brand-new series about divine intervention and second chances - the dramatic story of a woman

desperate to find deeper meaning in her life. Mary Catherine grew up in a comfortable life despite

an array of health issues, including a congenital heart condition (which she quietly obsesses over).

She loves her parents, who are quite wealthy, but the lifestyle never appealed to her. Instead she

pursues meaning through an abundance of charity work, always giving away a part of herself in

service of others. After her project with a local youth center comes to an end, Mary Catherine

decides to travel to Uganda on a mission to meet the two children she sponsors - and to find out if

her donations are actually helping. Accompanied by Tyler, Sami, and Marcus Dillinger, Mary

Catherine arrives in Africa only to find a makeshift orphanage with 17 children and no one to care

for them. They return home with heavy hearts, and Mary Catherine knows there is more work to be

done. Intent on returning to Africa, Mary Catherine quits her job and leaves a budding romance

behind to fulfill her desire to help others. Inspirational and moving, Chasing Sunsets is the story of

one woman's deep longings of the soul and the sacrifices she's willing to make in search of healing.
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This is the second in the Angels Walking series, stories about angels assigned to walk on earth.

This book can be appreciated without having read the first one in the series as sufficient back story

is given in this one.The story of Marcus and Tyler continues in this novel. Two angels, Jag and



Aspyn, are given the assignment to watch over Marcus, an LA Dodger pitcher, and Mary Catherine,

roommate of Tyler's girlfriend. Something great will come from a romance between the two, if the

angels can pull it off. Mary Catherine has a serious issue that convinces her loving Marcus is not a

possibility. The enemy of God sends his demons to thwart the good work Marcus is doing for youth

in a dangerous and gang dominated part of the city. The two angels have a great deal of work

ahead of them.This novel is a thought provoking one. This is a second chance for Jag. He had been

on an assignment ten years ago where he lost a young man to the enemy. We read about his

emotions, the rage he has against the gang leaders. I guess I hadn't really thought about angels

having a personality that might include the capacity for such strong emotions. One of the hardest

things about being an angel, Jag thinks, is having more knowledge and power than humans, but not

nearly the knowledge and power of the Father.The angels also speak of their experience on earth,

that the earth is so full of pain. This is a very complex assignment for them as there are so many

people and events that need to be coordinated for the result to be what God desires. In the course

of the novel we are introduced to the horrors of the gangs in Los Angeles. The kids are so young

when they get sucked into the gang lifestyle. We also get a peek at prison life. It is not a pretty

picture.
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